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QUIET (Q/U Imaging ExperimenT)
• QUIET is a ground-based experiment measuring CMB

polarisation using MMICs

• So far the only B-mode coherent radiometer experiment
– Different (and I will argue better) systematics
– Unique radiometer on a chip technology

• Phase I (Pathfinder)
– 19 Q-band detectors (43 GHz) Aug 08 - May 09
– 90 W-band detectors (95 GHz)   Jun 09 - Dec 10

• Phase II (if funded)
– ~500 detectors in 3 bands (30, 37 and 90 GHz)

• Measure the E- and B-mode spectra between
l = 25 and 2500
– detection of lensing at more than 20σ
– constraining the tensor-to-scalar ratio r down

to 0.01



Frequency versus experiment
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The QUIET Fields

Four CMB fields

Two Galactic fields

Overlap with BICEP, EBEX and SPIDER,
(and probably with ABS and PolarBear)
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All CMB 2668
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Observation hours

Q-band:   77% CMB, 12% Galactic,
7% calib, 4% cut

W-band:  72% CMB, 14% Galactic,
13% calib, 1% cut



A fully blind analysis
• QUIET is the first CMB experiment to

implement a strict blind analysis policy
– Never look at a cosmological power

spectrum until filters, cuts and calibration
are finalized

– Avoids bias toward ”expected result”

• Main tool: ”The null-test suite”
– Procedure:

• Split the full data set into two halves
• Make separate maps, and difference them
• Compute the corresponding spectrum, and

compare with noise-only simulations

– Each null-test targets a known potential
systematic

• ML (PCL) pipeline implements 23 (32) tests

• The final QUIET null-suite is fully consistent
with noisy-only simulations

WMAP

Only 2 of 28
points are
> 1 sigma
from WMAP

Croft (2012)









Temperature maps – QUIET vs WMAP
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Note: Slight gain excess, about 10% (Jupiter calibration)



Galactic center observed at 43 GHz
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Galactic center observed 95 GHz
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BICEP

Observations at 100, 150 and 220 GHz
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Observations at 100, 150 and 220 GHz
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Observations at 100 and 150 GHz
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Patch 2a at 43 GHz



Patch 2a at 43 GHz



Patch 2a at 95 GHz
Stokes Q Stokes U



Patch 2a at 95 GHz

= E-mode signal by eye!



Assessment of systematic errors

• All known instrumental systematic effects are assessed by processing
empirical models through the full pipeline

• The main EE systematic is absolute gain uncertainties
• The main EB systematic is polarization angle uncertainties

• But NO LARGE BB systematics!
– Corresponds to a tensor-to-scalar ratio of r < 0.01 on degree scales

• Lowest levels of B-mode systematics reported so far



Comparison with ΛCDM



Comparison with ΛCDM



The BB spectrum and tensor-to-scalar ratio

Tensor-to-scalar ratio: r = 1.1              r < 2.8 @ 95% CL  (ML)
r = 1.2              r < 2.7 @ 95% CL  (PCL)

+0.9
-0.8

+0.9
-0.8



1) Synchrotron contamination at 43 GHz

• Observe excess power in patch 2a at 43 GHz
• Fully consistent with WMAP 23 GHz scaled by a spectral index

of -3
– Clear evidence of residual synchrotron contamination at 43 GHz



2) PSM dust correlation at 95 GHz
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Where is the foreground minimum in polarization?

Cartoon based on WMAP temperature observations
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 Polarized foreground minimum is also likely to lie between 60 and 80 GHz



A side comment on the PSM
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How would I design the next CMB satellite?
1. Following in the proud footsteps of well-

known CMB names like CambSpec, Plik,
BolPol and ROMAster, I would first of all
call the project HKEpol

• Disclaimer 1: All of the following represent my own personal
view, and not necessarily those of the QUIET collaboration as
a whole 

• Disclaimer 2: Many of the following statements are
controversial by design, to stimulate discussion

2. HKEpol would have at least four bands:
• 35-45 GHz for synchrotron
• 61-79 GHz as first CMB channel
• 83-107 GHz as second CMB channel
• 140-180 GHz as dust channel

Comments:
• Planck+WMAP will give spectral indices, but I

wouldn’t trust them for amplitudes
• Stay a long way away from CO lines at N times 115

GHz
– Particularly nasty because of bandpass mismatch
– Also other lines at 110 GHz



How would I design the next CMB satellite?
3. It would be based on MMICs, not bolometers

– Insensitive to cosmic rays
• Whatever flies next must demonstrate

robustness to cosmic rays
– Way nicer noise properties, no nasty time

constants
– Excellent I-to-Q leakage properties

• Simultaneous detection of Q and U
– Rapidly improving noise performance in

relevant bands:
• World-leading sensitivity at 40 GHz
• Currently 35 K at 90 GHz

– Recent breakthrough at Caltech/JPL
– Factor of ~2 better than QUIET 95 GHz modules

• Already 65 K at 160-180 GHz
– Passively cooled to 20K instead of 100 mK

• Can integrate for a decade, like WMAP, if
necessary

– Demonstrated total systematic errors below
r = 0.01 from the ground



How would I design the next CMB satellite?

4. If cost is a driver, I would sacrifice
angular resolution before virtually
anything that compromises control over
large-angle systematics
• This experiment is really all about

l < 200, and mostly even l < 10
• Lensing will be nailed by ground-based

experiments long before we fly

5. The angle between the spin and the
bore axis would be 45 degree angle, like
EPIC
• The only experiments for which cross-

linking and polarization angle coverage
do not matter are those that are noise
dominated



Conclusions
• QUIET has published measurements of the CMB sky at 43 and

95 GHz
– CMB results in excellent agreement with LCDM

• Three peaks clearly traced in the EE spectrum
• BB spectrum consistent with zero

– Finds hints of synchrotron emission at 43 GHz and thermal dust at 95
GHz in the same field
• Polarized foreground minimum likely to lie between 60 and 80 GHz,

similar to the temperature case

• MMICs should be very seriously considered for both future
ground- and space-based experiments
– Particularly important for space missions: Insensitive to cosmic rays,

and no time constant problems
– Good (and quickly improving) noise properties in relevant frequencies
– Outstanding systematic properties



• First-season Q-band results: arXiv:1012.3191
• Second-season W-band results: arXiv:1207.5034
• Instrument paper:                               arXiv:1207.5562
• See http://quiet.uchicago.edu/ for more information


